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Uconn fastbreak
3 line shooting and rebounding

3 Line Shooting and Rebounding
This is a great combo drill that has a lot of little things combined into it: passing,
catching, shooting and everything that is included in a rebound.
• Starts with a 3 man weave.  1 passes to 4 and follows pass cutting behind 4.  4

passes to 7 and follows pass cutting behind 7.  7 passes to 1 for the shot.  This can be
mid-range jumper if you want to focus more on rebounding or as close as the second
lane line to focus more on transition looks.

• After 7 passes the ball to the 1, they must get two feet into the paint before
they can begin to box out 4.

• It is important that 4 takes the proper line (we use a cone or a coach to for a
guide line) here to give 7 the chance to get into the paint so that there is a box out
possible.

• This is a great drill to encourage not getting boxed out.  4 can spin, juke or
swim move around the defensive rebounder.  DON'T SETTLE FOR BEING
BOXED OUT!

Same thing but reversed directions.

• Rotate lines.  Shooter to defensive rebounder, defensive rebounder to
offensive rebounder, offensive rebounder to shooter.

• Have a goal than switch directions.  We like to go 3:00 and switch at the half
way mark looking to beat our own mark in the minute and a half.

There is no excuse for missing a box out, there is no excuse for being boxed out!  You
will find out quickly which players have the heart and hustle to be great rebounders.

For every missed box out that players does some sort of consequence.
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Uconn fastbreak
Fastbreak layups

Fastbreak Layups
• Call each others names every time you make a pass / every time you want the

ball.
• Middle line must get to the top of the key in two dribbles

• Outside line must hard cut and finish layup.

• 1 rebounds the ball takes it out and passes to 5.  5 passes to 3.  Both 1 and 5
switch lines as they come back to the drill.

• Add a coach between the FT line and the 3pt line to emphasize jump stop and
body control.

• After the pass the passer with cut to the opposite side of the coach  with hands
up ready to rebound or get the ball out of the net.

• Must make 10 in a row with no bobbles, fumbles, or dribbles into the layup.
Than switch sides.

Make sure the the outside lines have proper timing in this drill.  They should be cutting to get a pass, not waiting for a pass at the
block.  This will not happen in a game.  Every drill must be game like!
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Uconn fastbreak
Short and long

Long and Short

• Divide the team into guards and posts.

• Your post will love to hate this drill!

To start the drill your post (4) throws the ball off the backboard and outlets the ball to
the guard (3) in the closest line.
After the pass 4 sprints to the opposite rim.  3 takes one dribble and hits 1 just inside
the three pt line.  1 must time the cut to get the catch no closer than the elbow
extended.  1 should be able to catch the ball and finish the layup with no dribble.

1 finishes the layup.  4 must sprint to get the ball out of the net, take the ball out of
bounds and inbound it to 1.
After the pass 3 loops underneath the 3pt line looking to be ahead of the ball on the
next rotation.

4 inbounds to 1.  4 sprints the rim.  1 takes one to two dribbles and hits 3 just inside the
three 3pt line.  3 looks to finish the layup with no dribbles.

3 finishes the layup and the next post (5) get the ball out of the net.  3 rotates to the
opposite line than they started  (layup first line).  1 rotates to the passer first line and 4
gets in the back of the post line.
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Uconn fastbreak
5 gets the ball out of the net and the drill continues.

Always set a goal.  This can be a timed goal making so many layups in any amount of
time, or just a straight limit goal.
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